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Abstract: Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs) are becoming increasingly popular among academics and learners due to their extended utility beyond standard e-Learning course offerings. One of the unique features of MOOCs is that the participants follow the complete module on their own; A MOOC follower is often not constrained by typical factors that are considered necessary to participate in a blended or e-learning offering. The learning content type and the delivery of learning content can play an important role for MOOC success; importantly attractive learning content can help the self-paced MOOC learners to perform well in their learning process. We explored an improved MOOC setup with virtual reality (VR) support and the paper describes a comparative analysis on the efficacy of MOOC with virtual reality content delivery against standard video based MOOC learner support. The evaluations were carried out with groups of participants having different competency levels relevant to the course topic; one group had learnt the subject matter already whereas the other group was with zero prior knowledge. The results indicated statistically significant better performance from the students who have used VR with MOOC. The student feedback provided valuable insights into the way they perceived their learning interactions with positive responses promoting MOOC VR infusion. Research outcomes can help design effective learning content and interaction within MOOCs for the mainstream teaching and learner support needs.
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1 Introduction

Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs) started to gain their popularity among ambitious, resourceful universities and research institutes mainly due to the technological flexibility of hosting successful MOOC instances. This initiative created a positive influence on millions of students who could not access to learning in those leading universities; with the open nature of MOOC courses accessible online through browsers made these courses so popular among a range of prospective students. In the current state there are several popular MOOC platforms available such as: Coursera, FutureLearn, edX, open2study, and NovoEd.

MOOCs associate with a set of teaching and learner support tools and methods, which are meaningfully applicable to a range of application scenarios. It is important to note that unlike e-Learning, MOOCs only offer a limited types of learning options. Among these learning activities following are widely available in almost all MOOC platforms. Forums, Videos and streaming content, Quizzes, and Hypertext based composed web pages [Gamage et al. 2015]. The main reason for this limited number
of learning tool support is that they represent the most basic forms of learning interactions that can be universally applied across a range of courses and subject domains. However, some are in the view that the learning rigor is low and learning content and interactions do not effectively gain student learning [Bali 2014], while some researchers believe otherwise and endorse the pedagogical validity of MOOC learning activities and content [Glance et al. 2013].

While there are multiple success cases of MOOCs and their impact undoubtedly significant towards making MOOCs, a mainstream practice complementing the curricula, some of the critiques are of the view that MOOCs have yet to improve their learning offering to warrant as a formal educational methodology [Bali 2014]. The main challenge with MOOCs is the poor completion rate [Hew 2016] [Onah et al. 2014]; concerns are arising on the real value behind MOOCs and the consequences of it. It is mainly because there are higher dropouts in MOOC, which means only 7-13% of pass rate or sometimes less than that complete the courses [Jordon 2014]. This was observed across multiple MOOC studies and commonly attributed to the complete flexible learning arrangement where students often do not find an opportunity cost forgoing of not engaging in a MOOC. Video based content delivery is the mainstream practice in MOOCs as the learning resources; however, there are many students who passively observe the video as pastime [Young 2013]. In this study we explore the possibility of active learner participation [Hew 2016] through virtual reality (VR) using problem-based, situated and creative learning types [Ibáñez et al. 2011] incorporation as an extension to the MOOC content offering. A VR content supported MOOC with these learning types can improve student learning experience. A MOOC course with VR support was designed and the student learning experience was evaluated against standard video based MOOC learning; Results and student feedback suggest positive outcome for learner experience through MOOCs with VR content.

The paper is arranged as follows. [Section 2] presents background and related work for the research; it also presents analyses carried out on a MOOC dataset received from CAROL, Stanford University. The results reassure the learner dropout and poor engagement challenges. [Section 3] presents the course details and the need for MOOC based course offering with VR. [Section 4] presents the experiments carried out with different conditions within the study. [Section 5] discusses the results, the statistical analysis of results, and the student feedback on their learning experience. Finally, [Section 6] concludes the paper with future research.

2 Background and Related Work

Technology enhanced learning (TEL) methods and practices have been found to be engaging and effective in a range of educational requirements. E-learning, blended learning and learning in immersive environments such as, OpenSim [Allison 2012] [Allison 2010] and Second Life [Esteves et al. 2011], are noteworthy TEL methods used as mainstream practices. With the recent view of facilitating for learning at large scale classrooms an improved TEL practice Massively Open Online Courses (MOOCs) [Liyanagunawardena 2013] was introduced; MOOCs support extremely large numbers of student participations from geographically distributed locations with a range of demographic, socio-economical, and user traits.
2.1 Effective Student Learning in MOOCs

Student engagement in learning activities is a crucial requirement for effective student learning experience. In an e-learning environment, students are expected to engage with the learning content and learning environment as there is no other form of learning supported within. The same is valid with a MOOC based learning session; participants who actively engaged with the learning content provided do so with the motivation to engage in the learning session whereas the MOOC students who do not actively participate can be safely categorized as not engaged in the intended learning activities. [Hone and El Said 2016] identifies MOOC course content as a significant predictor of perceived effectiveness and active learner engagement within MOOCs.

To explore the typical nature of student interaction and engagement with learning in a MOOC setup an analysis was carried out with using a MOOC dataset obtained from Stanford University. The purpose of this data analysis was to examine how students engage in learning content, particularly, video; hence to justify the need for better learning content and interaction method. Anonymized data from five courses offered in Spring and Winter in 2014 were collected from Center for Advanced Research Through Online Learning (CAROL) in Stanford University [CAROL 2017]. The dataset contains information on course content, forum interactions of the students and learning activities, video interactions and events triggered by individual students [Datastage 2017]. It can be observed that a significant fraction of students has not had any interaction after registering to the course. Among the students who have interacted with the course, the percentage of students who have successfully completed the course is always less than 50% [see Fig. 1]. Thus, even though the benefits of using MOOCs are high, the rate of achieving the targeted outcomes is in average 22% [Reich 2014].
To find the cause for the low rate of completion, weekly interactions of students in course Education_EDUC115-S_Spring2014 were analysed. Viewing lecture videos and completing assignments can be used to identify the predominant styles of engagement in MOOCs [Anderson et al. 2014]. The summary of relevant student activities in course, during the first six lessons are shown in [see Fig. 2]. Each lesson consists of a video lecture, a related quiz and optional lecture notes for further study.

![Figure 2: Weekly activity records of Education Spring 2014 course](image)

Over 50% of students who have tried the lesson, have completed both activities. Many students have started watching the video but did not complete its quiz. Most of these students are in-video dropouts, this can be used as a measure to compare relative differences in engagement across lessons [Kim et al. 2014]. Finally, a significant portion of students who participate in activities each week, have failed to complete the course. According to [Coffrin et al. 2014], there are many students interacting with videos in the course but do not complete the course; a consistent and declining trend of student engagement with learning content was reported.

[Lyndon and Loch 2014] suggest using right technologies for an effective MOOC learning; they reported video quality as a concern to be addressed for better content delivery and effective learning. As a solution, [Freitas et al. 2015] suggests that gamification and simulations gives a higher level of engagement, experimentation and creativity leading to increased course completion. Learner empowerment through better learning content and deliverables within MOOCs is an essential need for effective MOOC learning [Creelman et al. 2014]. This idea of learner empowerment is directly associated with adaptive learning [Clark 2013] as a possible approach to increase learner success rate and improve student engagement [Onah et al. 2014]. Student engagement in a MOOC can be improved if active learning is promoted [Hew 2016] with better learning content design and interaction than solely relying on video content delivery [Gamage et al. 2016]. Student performance is indicating the student engagement within a MOOC instance [Hew 2016]. Thus, in this research we have introduced VR technology as a means of elevating the level of interaction and considers its impact on student performance as an indicator for the success of MOOC offering through the students’ effective learning experience.
2.2 Virtual Reality based Learning

Virtual Reality is a fast improving technology, which can be used to create innovative applications in many fields. Since its inception, the potential of VR technology for education has been identified and researched upon [Youngblut 1998]. The study identifies and evaluates multiple case studies on use VR technology in a traditional classroom setting. It is reported VR based content has a positive impact on student motivation and understanding of the content. However, the overhead of getting familiar with the navigational cues and physical discomforts reported when using VR technology for a longer period are some of its negative effects. It is interesting to note that majority of the positive impacts on learning were due to the level of interaction allowed in a VR world, rather than immersion.

Case studies by [Seymour et al. 2004] and [Nicholson et al. 2006] show that use of virtual reality and 3D models in medical education results in a significant improvement of student performance. VR technologies are also used for motion training systems such as dancing [Chang et al. 2011] and martial arts [Chua et al. 2003]. Use of 3D virtual worlds for learning a new language were explored by [Ibáñez et al. 2011] and the case study shows that while the technology can be used to develop expected skills when learning a foreign language, there is a significant learning curve, which can be overcome by collaborative learning. [Huang et al. 2010] proposes five learning strategies for instructional designers of VR learning environments. Among these, situated learning, problem-based learning and creative learning were targeted when designing the lessons described in [Section 4].

[Diaz et al, 2014] has used remote laboratory platform Virtual Instrument Systems in Reality (VISIR) to conduct basic electronic practices on a MOOC. The paper presents the course structure, experimental setup and the preliminary results in detail. However, lack of a control group makes it difficult to attribute that the results are purely due on the introduction of VISIR technology. Similarly, most research work that are conducted on MOOCs uses Augmented Reality or Augmented Reality in Reality-Virtuality Continuum given by [Milgram et al. 1994], to deliver learning content. In this research, we explore the effect of using Virtual Reality Environments (virtuality end of Milgram's continuum) for learning in MOOCs.

2.3 Previous Work

Previous research at University of Moratuwa aimed at developing effective technology enhanced learning methods. Among these attempts, the most successful effort was using OpenSim based 3D multi-user virtual environment for supporting student learning [Fig. 3]. An especially designed virtual learning island within OpenSim installation was used in BSc Engineering degree programme Final Year course module CS4222 Software Process and Management [Perera et al. 2014]. Learning outcome was to use software process and lifecycle activities as well as developing student skills to participate in a software process model through exploration. OpenSim based virtual laboratory was a success and students reported positive feedback about their learning experience. However, certain technical and infrastructure challenges constrained this method from expanding. With the available server support we could only support just over 30 students on a given session, which
is not sufficient for large classes that we usually have (100 - 130 students). The other main challenge was the off-campus access (remote access from home) to the server; the university IT policy did not welcome request to make custom ports being open. Because of these reasons, although we had a very positive experience from student learning point of view, this option of immersive learning was put on hold.

Another attempt of student learning enhancement was tried with marker-based augmented reality; a generic framework was developed so that academics can upload relevant AR models for the course [Gunatunge 2014]. Initially the students showed keen interest with the AR model view but soon they demonstrated less interest.

Few studies on MOOCs and their nature have been carried out. A review on quality aspects and effectiveness of a MOOC is presented in [Gamage et al. 2015]. An improved learner assessment framework on MOOCs through peer identification and aligned incentives is developed [Gamage et al. 2017]. A study evaluating the learner perspective on their MOOCs experience was conducted and the findings revealed that there are several key factors to be considered before deciding to offer a MOOC for effective learner satisfaction [Gamage et al. 2016] With these research experience of incorporating different virtual technologies with course teaching we identified MOOC arrangement with sufficient level of immersive or virtual reality support could be a useful method for supporting student learning. Importantly the ability to support large class sizes was a key factor that motivated us venturing into this research.

3 Module Offering Enhancement with MOOC and VR

Faculty of Engineering, University of Moratuwa (UoM), Sri Lanka offers a common first semester programme to its entire student batch with over 900 students. A 12 week long pre-academic term is offered to these students to get familiar with the learning environment. Since this pre-academic term allows semester long learning and skill development activities it was planned to let the students explore current popular trends in engineering to motivate them in their respective engineering specializations.
Student are given the opportunity to follow a range of learning activities such as language skill development, computer programming, professional practice and mentoring, and research frontier topics in engineering. This extended pre-academic term brought in certain challenges to the academics and the faculty as only a limited set of resources could be assigned for the entire student group.

As part of the research frontier topics in engineering, we decided to offer introductory level course on bio-informatics. However, the challenge was letting all students participate in the online course in place of scheduled lab sessions. To address this challenge and to explore the possibility of introducing MOOC based learning activities we decided to setup an experimental MOOC environment with learning content relevant to this course module. The same course was selected for this research to study the effects of infusing MOOC with virtual reality content. Unfamiliarity of the subject to the students, course time frame and the ease of visualizing biological concepts in 3D graphics, made this course an ideal candidate for the study.

3.1 Course Outline and Delivery Plan

The expected learning outcomes for the course module Research Frontier in Engineering (RFE), instantiated into Bio-Informatics introduction, are as follows. There is a generic learning outcome for the module irrespective of the specialized topic and the rest come from the subject discipline.

By completing the RFE-Introduction to Bio Informatics module the students will be able to:

- ILO1 – Explain the importance of research led engineering practices
- ILO2 – Explain the fundamentals of cell biology
- ILO3 – Explain the fundamentals of genetic coding
- ILO4 – Apply computing models for managing biological information

The course outline specified for the Introduction to Bioinformatics course was as follow.

- Introduction to Bioinformatics
  - Cell biology
  - Genetic coding
  - Gene expression

- Applications of bioinformatics
  - Sequence Alignment
  - Phylogenetic

The course was designed for four weeks and the lesson plan for each week consisted of a lecture and one or more pre-designed learning activities. Content of each lesson [see Tab. 1] was selected to align with the intended learning outcomes of the course. The lesson for the 1st week was designed as an introduction to cell and its structure. The second lesson explained the concept of cell division and the different processes of mitosis and meiosis cell division. The third lesson covered genetic material, DNA, their structure and how they are made up of matching pairs of nucleotides. This lesson is advanced for the students hence special care was taken to include an interactive activity to aide them. Lesson 4 explains how information
contained in DNA is decoded by the process of translation and transcription and how bio-informatics are applied to solve problem related to biological information.

3.2 The MOOC Environment

Among the existing MOOC platforms, Cousera and Edx are the most popular. None of the platforms currently supports VR content, hence our choice for this study was based on features available for videos and quizzes as given in [Manning 2017]. Edx offers scrollable and searchable captions for videos and a range of problem types for quizzes. Image mapped input problems was helpful to assess ability to visualize cell structures. In contrast, Cousera supports in-video quizzes and peer reviewed quizzes, but only supports multiple choice and fill-in-the-blank question types for in-video quizzes. Hence, we selected the free and open source MOOC platform, Open Edx [OpenEdx 2017] to host the experimental setup [Fig. 4].

Open Edx platform consists of a Content Management System (CMS) for course creators and Learning Management System (LMS) for students. The main features available for teachers and students are defined in the edx platform codebase. In addition, there are Independently Deployable Applications (IDAs) such that enhances the functionality offered by the platform. For the experiment, we used Edx Insights [Insights 2017] to get statistics regarding student interaction in the course. Decoupling tools and clients layer, and the Persistence Systems layer from the core allow the platform to be used with a wide range of front-end and persistent technologies. The complex architecture and configurations make deploying an Open Edx instance non-trivial. Therefore, for the experimental setup, we used EduNext [Edunext 2017] which offers Platform as a Service (PaaS) hosting for Open Edx.

The structure of the Introduction to Bioinformatics course was defined using sections, subsections and units containing multiple components of HTML content, problems and/or videos. The platform supported common problem types such as text
input, dropdown and checkboxes, and advanced problem types such as image mapped input, which was used to create the quizzes for the course. The students could register to the MOOC and enrol to the courses to follow. Through the LMS the instructors can access grades and interaction logs for each student and each component.

The course structure is defined as lines of trees separating different section, adding a more immersive flavour and student-centred experience instead of forcing a sequential path as happens in the printed document.

3.3 Virtual Reality Simulation Setup

To study the effectiveness of delivering lesson content as virtual reality experiences, virtual simulations were developed using Unity 3D game engine [Unity 2017]. Unity 3D engine was specifically selected for this, so that the created environment could later be exported to multiple platforms. Oculus Rift [Oculus 2017] was used as the rendering VR headset during the experimental setup, paired with Leap Motion hand tracking device [Leap Motion 2017] for hand input. In actual usage, Oculus rift with touch sensors, Samsung Gear VR with touch control, or the experimental setup can be used if high end devices are available. Using the smartphone with a head mount as the rendering device along with hand tracking through the smartphone camera is a cheaper and widely accessible alternative.

4 Experiment Design for Evaluation

We deployed two courses on the Open Edx MOOC platform named *Introduction to Bioinformatics* as instructor-paced courses that runs for 4 weeks [see Fig. 5]. Although the two courses followed the same course structure [see Tab. 1], in one course, the activities designed for the first three weeks were delivered using virtual reality experiences instead of the traditional learning methods. In both courses, the lectures and activities in week 4 were delivered via traditional methods.

![Figure 5: Home page of Introduction to Bioinformatics Course](image-url)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Week</th>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Component Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Introduction to cell</td>
<td>Lecture</td>
<td>Video / VR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Quiz 1.1</td>
<td>Problem (Checkbox)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Quiz 1.2</td>
<td>Problem (Image Mapped Input)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Cell Division</td>
<td>Hand-out</td>
<td>HTML</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Visualization</td>
<td>Video / VR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Quiz 2.1</td>
<td>Problem (Checkbox)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Quiz 2.2</td>
<td>Problem (Checkbox)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Base pairs</td>
<td>Hand-out</td>
<td>HTML</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Interactive activity</td>
<td>HTML / VR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Quiz 3</td>
<td>Problem (Dropdown)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Gene translation and transcription</td>
<td>Lecture</td>
<td>Video</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Quiz 4</td>
<td>Problem (Checkbox)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Structure of the Introduction to Bioinformatics MOOC course

After enrolling to the course, the students can follow the course by going through the components for each section. In a MOOC the students are free to choose the order of topics and even navigate back to the completed components, and the defined structure enforces an implicit ordering for their guidance [see Fig. 6].

The three virtual reality experiences designed for the course had different objectives and different levels of interactivity. Lecture for week 1 was developed as a guided tour to introduce parts of a eukaryotic cell [see Fig. 7a]. Throughout the tour parts of the cell and their functionalities were introduced with voice-overs and annotated text. This experience was interactive, and users could touch and move parts of the cell with their hands. Visualization for week 2 targets meiosis cell division. The VR experience is a controlled 3D animation with a minimum level of interaction. In contrast, in the interactive activity for week 3 users must construct a DNA sequence with nucleotides [see Fig. 7b]. The activity starts with a portion of a DNA sequence with base pairs with some nucleotides missing. Users were given a set of balls representing nucleotides and they had to complete the base pairs by placing matching nucleotides. A basic guide on base pair matching was shown as an aid and only the correct nucleotide could be placed at each of the blank space.

In the other course, video content was available as lecture material and they were carefully designed to contain the same information as their VR experience counterparts. Lecture for week 1 was a rendered video of the eukaryotic cell tour VR experience with the same voice-overs. For week 2, lecture video consisted of a rendered video of the cell division VR experience. For week 3, an online activity was provided in which students had to match nucleotides to complete base pairs of DNA sequence. Thus, content wise both courses delivered the same information.

Two groups of students were used for testing the system: 42 first year undergraduates aged between 20 to 22 years and 42 final year undergraduates aged between 24 to 26 years who follow Bioinformatics course from Faculty of Engineering, UoM. The aim was to distinguish between how the learning experience varies among students who does and does not have prior knowledge on the subject.
taught depending on the method of content delivery. Two sample groups were randomly formed in each of the student groups and they were asked to follow one of the two MOOC courses used in the experiment. The test groups enrolled to the first course completed the relevant activities using the virtual reality setup discussed in section 3.3 [see Fig. 8]. The control groups enrolled in the second course and used the traditional learning content. Each of the four small groups consisted of 21 students from each batch. The activity grades and time spent on each activity was collected from the MOOC platform to compare effectiveness of learning and engagement.

![Figure 6: Student view of a quiz attempt in the MOOC course](image)

![Figure 7: a) Lecture for Week 1 - Introduction to cell and b) Interactive Activity 4 Week 3 – Base Pairs](image)
5 Results and Analysis

[Fig. 9] shows the average grade for test group (VR) and control group (Video) from first year and final year batches. Since lesson 4 was delivered using the same content for control and test groups, comparing grades for Quiz 4, it can be established the performance of students in the control and test groups are similar within a batch.

By comparing lessons 1, 2 and 3, which were delivered using Virtual Reality and traditional content for test and control groups respectively, we were able measure the impact of the learning material used on the student performance. Final year undergraduates who are following a course on Bioinformatics shows better performance when using traditional learning content. In contrast, the first-year undergraduates have performed better when using virtual reality content.
The marks of the students were analysed using analysis of variance (ANOVA). The test group which had VR content showed significantly (p<0.05) better performance in quiz 1.1 with a mean value of 48.53% marks. In quiz 2.1 test group consisting of first year students without prior knowledge in Bioinformatics, manage to score a significantly (p<0.05) higher mean score of 84.21% compared to the mean score of 50% of their counterparts who accessed the traditional learning content. The same control group had scored 62.36% (p<0.05) in total for the first five quizzes significantly higher than that of the test group consisting of first year students. The last learning activity was a benchmark same lesson for both groups; the results confirmed no significant difference of quiz 4 marks between subject groups.

5.1 Student Feedback on Learning Experience

For a qualitative evaluation the students were asked to take part in an optional survey at the end. The first question was “Did you find the course content interesting?” [Fig. 10] summarises student responses categorized by the study year of the students and the type of MOOC they followed. The first-year students clearly express preference for VR content, while final year students display mixed reactions.

Next, the students were asked to rate the likelihood of them following VR based and video based MOOC courses voluntarily. [Fig. 11] shows the percentage responses of students categorized by the year of study. The final year students show a higher motivation to follow MOOC courses than first year students irrespective of the content type. It is interesting to note that tendency of first year students to follow VR based courses and video based courses are identical. Since this contradicts with previous findings, we further analysed the preferences of first year students. [Fig. 12] shows the percentage responses of students in following video and VR based MOOC courses, categorized by the year of study and the type of MOOC they used. It can be observed that the students who initially followed a VR based MOOC are more likely to try another MOOC course irrespective of the content type. Even the students who have initially used video content show a greater preference for VR based MOOCs.

![Figure 10: Rating on the interestingness of MOOC course content](image-url)
Figure 1: Likelihood of students following VR/video based MOOCs

Figure 12: Likelihood of first year students following VR/video based MOOCs given the type of course they followed.

To analyse the comments made by students, we stemmed the key words of comments and ran the Apriori algorithm [Agrawal et al. 1993]. Taking into consideration that the comments were written by students in a non-native language, a low minimum support of 10% was selected. Some of the interesting association rules discovered, and their confidence is given in [see Tab. 2]. (The term virtual reality had 50% support and always appeared together. Thus, it was converted to the single term VR during pre-processing)
### Table 2: Interesting association rules extracted from student comments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Association Rule</th>
<th>Support (%)</th>
<th>Confidence (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>good, content → VR</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>audio → VR, content, focus</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>first, time → VR</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>video → lesson</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>understand → VR</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>focus → VR</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>text → video</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>learn → interesting</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To identify the sentiment associated with the association rules, we explored the comments in which the identified word groups appear. \{Good, content, VR\} has a positive sentiment in all cases.

"VR based content is easy to memorize. It is good if we can have such resources in more complex subject material too."

\{Audio, VR, content, focus\} had a negative sentiment associated as the immersion in VR has prevented the focus on audio recording.

"Virtual Reality based learning is fun and the content is great, but it seems that focus to the audio is lost sometimes."

\{video, text\} indicates that non-native English speakers depend heavily on the subtitles and textual instruction in videos to capture the learning content.

"Add more textual contents to the videos. Sometimes it's hard to grab the theories with one iteration."

\{VR, first, time\} indicates that while most users were excited to try VR for the first time, they had difficulty concentrating on the overall experience of the environment.

"In the virtual reality videos, as it was the first time we experienced such thing, we couldn't concentrate on the recording played about the lesson."

Due to the small sample size, we are unable to present the sentiments with acceptable accuracy. However, the results present interesting phenomena regarding learning content that can be used for further investigation.

### 6 Conclusions

Literature suggested poor engagement in the MOOC activities as a main challenge. Using Stanford University MOOC data (offered by CAROL) we could experience the gravity of this challenge, a considerable level of poor student engagement with course content was observed. Thereby this research explored the use of virtual reality as a viable mean of learning content delivery medium in MOOC to improve student interaction with the course and their learning experience.

It was hypothesised that the immersive experience from VR could be used to increase student engagement and course attraction than static forms of content such as video lectures. The student performance at each learning activity within the experiment MOOC and VR setup indicated VR simulations improves the student learning within MOOCs. Another interesting observation was the student who had no
prior knowledge on the subject matter gained higher levels learning success through virtual reality simulation supported MOOC compared to the students who had already followed a related course previously. This is an important finding, which need further research, as often MOOC participants do not have prior knowledge on the subject matter, hence incorporation virtual reality simulation as part of the learning content can substantially improve their learning experience and success rate at the MOOC. Student feedback indicated few essential factors to address. Focus on audio and ability to access subtitles/textual support while using VR learning content were highlighted as important factors; further research on these with suitable technology incorporation is needed before using VR for mainstream MOOC content delivery.

The study has its own limitations as well: In this research we have used students of the university, who may not ideally represent typical MOOC crowd. However, the course being completely open to all students and they can either enrol or not purely as per their choice made them a reasonable approximation of MOOC participation. Due to the resource constraints of the research it was challenging to collect data from a large group of participants; the statistical analysis was carried out with required power and confidence levels to address this issue. It is recommended to conduct further studies with large group of participants from actual MOOC for a better research output. Another study on how different course topics respond to VR supported simulation can be worthy to explore. In this study only VR based situated learning, problem-based learning and creative learning were used. It is suggested to study further on role playing and collaborative learning types of VR with MOOC setups.

While the tools and methods used in this experiment can be expensive for certain users, it is a completely effective concept even with basic forms of virtual reality tools such as Google Cardboard with a smart phone. If an attractive technology such as virtual reality can bring in some form of enthusiasm to the course activities, as we have observed in this study, there is a considerable opportunity to MOOC designers and academics to overcome the challenge of student participation thereby improving the student learning experience. We believe that this study can help academics and researchers for offering better learner experience in MOOC.
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